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Daf In Review is being sent l’zecher nishmas R’ Avrohom Abba ben R’ Dov HaKohen, A”H  
vl’zecher nishmas Habachur Yechezkel Shraga A”H ben R’ Avrohom Yehuda 
 

---------------------------------------Daf 83---פג--------------------------------------- 
CHOLEH MACHILIN OSO AHL PI BEKI’IN 

• R’ Yanai said, if the doctor says that the sick person does not need to eat (he is not in grave danger), and the sick 
person says that he must eat, the halacha is that we give him to eat. If the doctor says he must eat and the 
patient says that he does need to, the halacha is that we give him to eat. 

o Q: Our Mishna says that we give the patient to eat if the doctor says we should. It seems that if the 
doctor says that the patient does not need to eat and the patient says that he does we would still listen 
to the doctor!? The Mishna also seems to say that we only give the patient to eat based on the opinion 
of “beki’in”, which means there is more than one doctor!? A: The Mishna is discussing where the patient 
says he does not need to eat. It is in that case that we follow the opinion of the doctors, and not of the 
patient.  

▪ Q: Why does the Mishna say that 2 doctors are required to permit him to eat? A: The Mishna is 
discussing where the patient and one doctor said that the patient does not need to eat. In that 
case, it would take 2 doctors to permit him to eat. However, when only contradicting the patient 
himself, one doctor would be enough.  

• Q: If it is 2 against 2 it is obvious that we will permit him to eat, because we always rule 
leniently when a life is questionably in danger!? A: The Mishna is discussing where there 
are 2 doctors who agree with the patient that he need not eat, but 2 other doctors say 
that he must. Even though the permitting doctors are in the minority, we give him to eat 
because a life is questionably in danger.  

• Q: Since the last part of the Mishna says that if there are no doctors we permit him to 
eat based on his own opinion, that would suggest that the previous part of the Mishna 
discusses where he also says that he needs to eat, but we only allow him to eat if the 
doctors agree with him!? A: The Mishna is missing words and should say, that we only 
need doctors to permit him to eat when he himself says that he does not need to eat. 
However, if he says that he needs to eat, even if there is a doctor who says that he does 
not need to eat, we still allow him to eat.  

• Mar bar R’ Ashi said, if the patient says he needs to eat, even if 100 doctors say that he does not need to eat, we 
allow him to eat.  

o Q: Our Mishna says, if there are no doctors, we allow the patient to eat based on his own opinion. This 
suggests that if there are doctors, we do not follow the patient’s own opinion!? A: The Mishna means to 
say that doctors are needed to permit him to eat when he alone feels that he does not need to eat. 
However, when he feels that he needs to eat, we don’t listen to any doctors who say differently.  

 
MISHNA 

• One who is seized with “bulmus” (a life threatening condition caused by hunger), is given to eaten even non-
kosher food until his vision is restored (a sign that the danger has passed). 

• If one was bitten by a wild dog, we do not allow him to eat from the dog’s liver (this was thought of as a cure, 
but was not a true cure and therefore does not allow for the eating of non-kosher). R’ Masya ben Charash 
allows it.  

o R’ Masya ben Charash also allows one who has a condition in his throat which is considered to be 
possibly life threatening, to have medicine made and applied on Shabbos (he considers this to be a true 
cure).  
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o If a building collapses on someone on Shabbos and it is unknown whether the person is in the rubble or 
not, or whether he is even alive if he is beneath the rubble, or whether the person thought trapped is 
even a Yid, we clear away the rubble to try and save him. If we find him alive, we continue to remove 
the rubble from around him. If he is found dead, we stop and leave him there.  

 
GEMARA 

• A Braisa says, we consider his vision to be restored when he can tell the difference between good food and bad 
food. Abaye said, this means when he can taste the difference between good food and bad food.  

• A Braisa says, if one is seized with bulmus we give him to eat the food with the lightest level of issur available. If 
we have the choice between neveilah and tevel ,we give him neveilah. Between tevel and shmitta produce, we 
give him shmitta produce. If we have a choice between tevel and terumah, the T”K of a Braisa says that we give 
him tevel (it is able to be fixed by removing the ma’aser and is thus a lighter issur) and Ben Teimah says we give 
him terumah (which is mutar to a Kohen, whereas tevel is assur to all).  

o Rabbah explains this machlokes, that if there is enough tevel that the ma’aser can be removed and 
there will be enough chullin left over to remove the bulmus, all would agree that we should remove the 
ma’aser and give him to eat the rest. The machlokes is only where there would not be enough produce 
remaining for the bulmus.  

▪ The chiddush of Rabbah is that even on Shabbos (when the Rabanan say that ma’aser may not 
be separated), and even in a case where the ma’aser obligation is only D’Rabanan (like produce 
grown in a pot without a hole), still we should remove the ma’aser on Shabbos rather than eat 
tevel, even though it is only Rabbinic tevel.  

• Q: This seems to be a machlokes among Tanna’im. A Braisa says that Rebbi says, if one 
is bitten by a snake on Shabbos we may cut leeks from the ground to give them to him 
to eat, and we need not give ma’aser from them. R’ Elazar the son of R’ Shimon says, 
we must first take off ma’aser. It seems that Rabbah would only follow R’ Elazar (that 
we take ma’aser on Shabbos)? A: It could be that Rebbi would agree in the case of 
Rabbah (which was discussing produce, which is sometimes chayuv in ma’aser even 
D’Oraisa) that we must take ma’aser first, so as not to lead one to eat without giving 
ma’aser in a D’Oraisa situation. This Braisa is dealing with vegetables, which are always 
only chayuv in ma’aser D’Rabanan.  

• A Braisa says, one who is seized with bulmus should eat some honey or other sweet things. 
o Abaye said, this is only beneficial when eaten after first eating other foods. However, if eaten before 

other foods, it actually makes the bulmus worse.  
o R’ Nachman in the name of Shmuel said, a person with bulmus should eat the fatty meat of a sheep’s 

tail with honey.  
o R’ Huna the son of R’ Yehoshua said, he should eat fine flour with honey. 
o R’ Pappa said, he can even eat barley flour with honey.  
o R’ Yochanan said, he once had bulmus and ran to eat figs from the east side of the tree, which are very 

sweet. 
o R’ Yehuda and R’ Yose were traveling and R’ Yehuda was seized with bulmus. He took bread from a 

shepherd without permission and ate it (to save his life). R’ Yose said, “you have made the shepherd 
lose”! When they reached the city, R’ Yose was seized with bulmus. The entire city came and brought 
him sweet foods and cooked foods. R’ Yehuda then told him, “you have made the whole city lose”! 

▪ It once happened that they were travelling with R’ Meir. R’ Meir would examine the names of 
people, but they would not. When they needed a place to stay for Shabbos, they went to 
someone whose name was Kidor. R’ Meir thought, based on how this word is used in a pasuk, 
this man must be a rasha. They, who didn’t examine names, gave their wallets to the host for 
safekeeping. R’ Meir took his wallet and hid it in the cemetery, at the headstone of the father of 
this man. On Shabbos morning, the host relayed that his father came to him in a dream and told 
him to come get a wallet that is by his head. R’ Meir told him to disregard the dream, and then 
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went and stayed with his wallet until after Shabbos. When they were ready to leave their host 
and asked for their wallets, the host said he was never given wallets to watch. They convinced 
the host to go with them for a drink, and noticed that he had some lentils on his mustache. They 
went to his house without him and asked his wife for the money, telling her that her husband 
instructed her to release the wallets to them. They told her, the proof that they were telling the 
truth was that he said that he ate lentils. She gave them the wallets. When the host came home, 
he was so upset, that he killed his wife. 

• It is regarding this story that a Braisa says, not being careful with washing before eating 
caused a Yid to eat pig (the restaurant owner thought the Yid was a goy because he did 
not wash before eating, and therefore gave him pig to eat), and not being careful with 
mayim achronim caused someone to be killed (had the host washed mayim achronim, 
he would have wiped his mustache, and would not have ended up killing his wife). 

 

---------------------------------------Daf 84---פד--------------------------------------- 
MI SHENASHCHO KELEV SHOTEH…  

• A Braisa says, 5 things were said about a mad dog: its mouth stays open, its saliva drips out, its ears droop, its 
tail lays on its legs, and it walks on the side of the road. Others say it also barks and no sound is heard. 

o Q: What does this come from? A: Rav says that it comes from women practicing kishuf on it. Shmuel 
says that it comes from an evil spirit resting on it. 

▪ The practical difference between these reasons is, that if it is because of an evil spirit, one 
should not get close to it and should kill it from far away (with an arrow or knife). 

▪ A Braisa seems to say like Shmuel. The Braisa says that one should kill a mad dog from far away. 
One who is pushed by the dog is in danger, and one who is bitten by it will die.  

• If one is pushed by it, he should remove his clothing, throw it in front of the dog, and 
run away.  

• Abaye said, if one is bitten by it, he should take the skin of a certain animal and write a 
particular incantation on it. He should then remove his clothing and bury them in a 
cemetery for a year, after which time he should burn them and spread the ashes at a 
crossroads. During that year, when he drinks water he should only drink with a straw.  

V’OHD AMAR R’ MASYA 

• R’ Yochanan once got this life threatening throat ailment. He went to a non-Jewish woman who knew how to 
make a medicine for a cure. He explained that he wouldn’t be able to come back on Shabbos and asked for the 
formula so that he could make the medicine himself if he still needed it. She didn’t want to disclose her secret 
formulation, but R’ Yochanan persuaded her to do so. He then went and disclosed it to all so that they shouldn’t 
have to pay the high price that this woman was charging for the service.  

o Q: What was the formulation? A: R’ Acha the son of R’ Ami said, it was yeast water, olive oil, and salt. R’ 
Yeimar said, it was yeast, olive oil, and salt. R’ Asi said, she smeared the fats of the marrow of a wing 
bone of a bird, onto his forehead. Abaye said, the only thing he found to work was taking pits from 
olives that had not grown a third, burning them on a new shovel, and putting the ashes on his teeth.  

o Q: What does this sickness come from? A: From eating very hot wheat bread, or fish fried in its own oil 
with flour that was left overnight.  

o The symptoms are that when one eats he bleeds from the entire row of teeth.  
o R’ Yochanan made his medicine for this on Shabbos. This was permitted because it becomes a life-

threatening disease.  
▪ Q: R’ Chiya bar Abba asked R’ Yochanan, by permitting this, you obviously must hold like R’ 

Masya ben Charash and not like the Rabanan, because they seem to argue with him in our 
Mishna and do not permit medicine to be made on Shabbos for this sickness!? A: He answered, 
the Rabanan only argue regarding his first point, of eating the liver of a mad dog. They agree 
regarding his halacha of making the medicine for this sickness on Shabbos. 
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▪ We can bring a proof from a Braisa that the Rabanan agree with R’ Masya regarding his second 
point. The Braisa says that R’ Masya allows eating non-kosher to cure one with jaundice or one 
bitten by a mad dog. He then says that he allows the medicine for the throat ailment to be made 
on Shabbos. The Chachomim say “these don’t provide a cure” and are therefore not allowed. 
Presumably they are arguing on the first two points and are agreeing with the third! 

• It may be that they are arguing on all 3 and are agreeing with a 4th point from another 
Braisa, where R’ Masya allows letting blood on Shabbos to cure a particular disease. 
Therefore, it is unclear as to what point they argue. 

▪ A Braisa says that R’ Masya says, a pregnant woman who has a craving on Yom Kippur may be 
given to eat, a person bitten by a mad dog may eat its liver, and medicine for the throat ailment 
may be made on Shabbos. The Chachomim say they agree with “this” (meaning one of them). 
This must refer to the making of medicine, because it is obvious that all agree to the case of the 
pregnant woman. Therefore, this Braisa is a proof to R’ Yochanan.  

▪ R’ Ashi said, our Mishna is a proof as well. If the Rabanan argue on both points, the points 
should have been combined and the Rabanan should have argued afterwards. 

MIPNEI SHESAFEK NEFASHOS HU… 

• Q: Why does the Mishna need to say “and a risk to life overrides Shabbos”? This is obvious from the previous 
part of the Mishna!? A: R’ Yehuda in the name of Rav explains, the Mishna is teaching that a Shabbos is 
overridden even to prevent a risk of life on a different Shabbos. 

o A Braisa clearly says this as well, and says that when Shabbos must be overridden for this purpose, it 
should be done by adult Yidden (we don’t need to look for a goy, a minor or a woman to do it). 

o A Braisa says, we get involved in matters to save lives on Shabbos even if Shabbos will have to be 
overridden, and the one who rushes to do these things is praiseworthy, and he need not ask permission 
from Beis Din to do what must be done. For example, if one sees a child fall into the river, he may save 
him with a net even though he will catch fish in the process as well. Or, if one sees a child fall into a pit 
(even though the child is not in as immediate a danger as the last case), he may break away at the area 
around the pit to allow access, even though he is thereby building steps. Or, if a child gets locked into a 
room (the danger is even less in this case), he may break open the door even if he does so very carefully 
so that the wood can be used for another purpose. Also, one may extinguish or block a fire (even one 
that is not yet in his chatzer), even if the coals become useful for cooking in the process. 

• R’ Yosef in the name of R’ Yehuda in the name of Shmuel said, we do not follow the majority when it comes to 
saving a life (even if most people there are goyim, if it is possible that a Yid is at risk, we do what must be done 
to save him).  

o Q: If the case is where there are 9 goyim and 1 Yid, it is obvious that we would do what must be done, 
because of the concept of “kol kavu’ah k’mechtza ahl mechtza dami”, and it is therefore considered as if 
there are half goyim and half Yidden!? A: The case is where the people moved to another chatzer, in 
which case we normally say “kol d’paresh mei’ruba paresh”. He teaches that we do not follow the 
majority, and therefore we override Shabbos and do what must be done to save him. 

o Q: We find that Shmuel explained a Mishna to mean that we only remove rubble on Shabbos to save 
someone whose identity is unknown, if the majority of people are Yidden!? A: Shmuel was actually 
explaining an earlier part of the Mishna. Based on this understanding, Shmuel says that we remove the 
rubble even when most people are goyim.  

 
 

---------------------------------------Daf 85---פה--------------------------------------- 
MI SHENAFAL ALAV MAPOLES… 

• Q: Why does the Mishna need to give so many examples of the situation being a questionable risk to Jewish 
life? A: The Mishna means that even if all these doubts exist in a single case, we would override Shabbos to 
try and save the person. 

MITZA’UHU CHAI MIFAKCHIN 
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• Q: It is obvious that we continue to remove the rubble if we find him alive!? A: The Mishna means to teach, 
that even if it is apparent that the person will only live for a very short time, we override Shabbos for that 
short time. 

V’IHM MEIS YANICHUHU 

• Q: This is obvious!? A: The Mishna is teaching, that even according to R’ Yehuda ben Lakish, who says that 
one may move a meis on Shabbos to save it from a burning fire, he would agree here, that the rubble may 
not be moved for the meis on Shabbos. He allows the case of the fire, because if it would not be allowed, 
the relatives, who are in turmoil from the distress over the loss of life, may extinguish the fire. In the case of 
the rubble, there is no concern that they may do a melacha D’Oraisa. 

• A Braisa says, the rubble should be removed up until the person’s nose. If there is no sign of life there (no 
breathing), we should not remove more rubble. Others say that we should remove until the heart (to check 
for a heartbeat). If we find that people higher in the rubble are dead, that does not mean we should assume 
that the people on bottom are dead as well. In fact, it once happened that the people on top were dead, and 
the people on bottom were still alive.  

o R’ Pappa said, the machlokes is only when the person’s heart is uncovered first. In that case, the 
“others” say that if there is no heartbeat we don’t continue clearing the rubble. However, if the 
nose is exposed first and there is no sign of breathing, all agree that the rubble is not to be cleared 
further. 

• A Braisa brings a number of sources for the fact that trying to save a life overrides Shabbos: 
o R’ Yishmael said, the pasuk allows the killing of a thief if we are unsure whether he broke into a 

house with intent to steal or also with the intent to kill. If the Torah allows one to kill (which is from 
the worst aveiros and causes the Shechina to leave) the thief, who is only questionably threatening 
one’s life, surely saving a life will override Shabbos. 

o R’ Akiva said, the pasuk teaches that a Kohen who has murdered is not taken to be killed if he is in 
middle of doing the Avodah. We learn from here that he is not taken to be killed, but if a Kohen has 
testimony that can possibly prevent someone from being killed, we would make him stop the 
Avodah to try and save that life. If possibly saving a life overrides the Avodah, surely it will override 
Shabbos, which itself is overridden by the Avodah. 

o R’ Elazar said, if milah, which only effects one limb, overrides Shabbos, saving an entire life clearly 
overrides Shabbos.  

o R’ Yose the son of R’ Yehuda said, the pasuk says “Ach es Shabbsosai tishmoru”, which teaches that 
there is an exception to keeping Shabbos, when one is saving a life. 

o R’ Yonason ben Yosef said, the pasuk says “ki kodesh hee lachem”, which teaches that Shabbos is 
given to us, but we are not “given” to Shabbos (we need not give up a life for Shabbos). 

o R’ Shimon ben Menasya said, the pasuk says “v’shamru Bnei Yisrael es HaShabbos”. The Torah 
teaches that it is better to override one Shabbos that will allow for the keeping of many future 
Shabbosos.  

o The Gemara says, R’ Yehuda in the name of Shmuel said, the pasuk says “vachai bahem”, meaning 
that one is not supposed to die for the sake of a mitzvah.  

▪ Rava said, all these sources can be refuted (as being shown to only be dealing with an 
unquestionable saving of life). However, the reason of Shmuel cannot be so refuted.  

 
MISHNA 

• The bringing of a Chatas and of an Asham Vadai (for an aveirah that was definitely done) bring a kapparah for 
the person (if he is bringing the korbon he has presumably done teshuvah as well). Death and Yom Kippur 
provide kapparah along with teshuvah. Teshuvah alone provides kapparah for lesser aveiros, whether an assei or 
a lo sassei. Teshuva accomplishes that the punishment for the more severe aveiros are delayed until Yom Kippur 
comes and provides a kapparah for the aveirah. 
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• If one says, “I will do an aveirah and then do teshuva, I will do an aveirah and then do teshuva”, he is not given 
the opportunity to do teshuva. If one says “I will do an aveirah and Yom Kippur will provide a kapparah”, Yom 
Kippur will not provide a kapparah. 

• Yom Kippur only provides kapparah for an aveirah between man and Hashem. However, for an aveirah done 
between man and his friend, Yom Kippur does not provide a kapparah until he has appeased his friend. R’ Elazar 
ben Azarya says this can be learned from the pasuk that says that on Yom Kippur the kapparah is “lifnei Hashem 
titharu” – only for aveiros between man and Hashem. 

• R’ Akiva says, how luck is Klal Yisrael! It is Hashem that provides us with our purity, as we see from the pesukim. 
 
GEMARA 

• Q: The Mishna seems to say that only an Asham Vadai brings a kapparah, not an Asham Talui (which is brought 
for certain aveiros that were possibly done). However, the pasuk says that an Asham Talui brings kapparah as 
well!? A: An Asham Vadai brings a complete kapparah. An Asham Talui holds off punishment until it can be 
determined whether an aveirah was certainly done. If it was, a Chatas will have to be brought at that time. A: An 
Asham Vadai has no substitute which can bring the kapparah that it provides. An Asham Talui does have a 
substitute, as a Mishna says, if Yom Kippur passes before one brought his Asham Talui, he no longer needs to 
bring it.  

MISAH V’YOM HAKIPPURIM MICHAPRIN IHM HATESHUVA 

• Q: The Mishna seems to argue with Rebbi who says that Yom Kippur brings kapparah for most aveiraos even 
without teshuva? A: Rebbi would agree that teshuva alone is not enough, and needs Yom Kippur to bring the 
complete kapparah. He only says that Yom Kippur by itself brings a full kapparah as well. Our Mishna is saying 
that teshuva needs Yom Kippur, which agrees with Rebbi. 

 

---------------------------------------Daf  86---פו-------------------------------------- 
TESHUVA MICHAPERES AHL AVEIROS KALOS AHL ASSEI V’AHL LO SASSEI 

• Q: If teshuva brings kapparah for a lav (which carries the malkus penalty), surely it brings a kapparah for an 
assei, so why does the Mishna need to say so? A: R’ Yehuda said, the Mishna means that teshuva alone brings a 
kapparah for an assei and for a lav that doesn’t carry the malkus penalty (e.g. a “lav hanituk l’assei”, a “lav 
she’ein bo maseh”, etc).  

o Q: A Braisa says that teshuva alone brings a kapparah for all lavim except for “lo sisa”!? A: The Braisa 
means all lavim that are like “lo sisa” (which is a lav that carries the malkus penalty). 

o Q: The Braisa says that R’ Yehuda says, teshuva alone brings a kapparah for any lav less severe than “lo 
sisa” (which presumably includes lavim that carry the malkus penalty)!? A: The Braisa again means, “lo 
sisa” and all lavim like it (that carry the kares penalty). 

o Q: A Braisa learns from a pasuk that teshuva alone only doesn’t help for “lo sisa”, but it does bring a 
kapparah for all other lavim!? A: It is a machlokes among Tanna’im. This Braisa holds that teshuva is 
enough for all lavim besides “lo sisa”, but we find another Braisa that says that teshuva alone only brings 
a kapparah only for lavim that don’t have a malkus penalty.  

• The Braisa quoted earlier said, the pasuk says “v’nakeh lo yinakeh” (He forgives, but He does not forgive). R’ 
Elazar explains in a Braisa, that He forgives those who do teshuva and does not forgive those who do not.  

• R’ Elazar ben Azarya said, R’ Yishmael taught, if one does teshvua for not doing an assei, he immediately 
receives a kapparah. If one does teshuva for having violated a lo sassei, the teshuva holds off punishment and 
Yom Kippur brings the kapparah. If one violates an aveirah that carries kares or the death penalty and then does 
teshuva, the teshuva together with Yom Kippur holds off punishment, and suffering erases the aveirah. 
However, one who commits a chilul Hashem, the teshuva, Yom Kippur and suffering only hold off punishment, 
and the kapparah does not come until the time of death.  

o Q: What is meant by chillul Hashem? A: Rav said, if someone like myself would take meat from the 
butcher and not pay for it immediately (in a place where immediate payment is customary).  
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▪ Abaye would pay the partners of a butcher shop separately and then true up, just so that they 
both knew that he paid.  

▪ R’ Yochanan said, if he would walk 4 amos without learning Torah or wearing tefillin, that would 
be a chillul Hashem. 

▪ Yitzchak of the Yeshiva of R’ Yannai said, any conduct that creates a reputation that 
embarrasses the friends of the person, is a chillul Hashem. 

• Abaye said, this is taught in a Braisa on the pasuk of “v’ahavta es Hashem Elokecha”. 
This teaches that the Name of Hashem should become beloved because of the way you 
act. 

• R’ Chama bar Chanina says, teshuva is so great that it brings healing to the whole world. 

• R’ Chama bar Chanina asks, the pasuk suggests that after teshuva there is no remnant of the aveirah, and the 
pasuk then suggests that there is!? A: When the teshuva is done out of love for Hashem, there is no remnant. 
When it is done out of fear, it still exists.  

o R’ Yehuda asks, one pasuk suggests that Hashem forgives us as children, and another pasuk suggests 
that He forgives us as a Master!? A: When the teshuva is done out of love or fear of Hashem, we are 
children. When it is done as a result of suffering, Hashem is our Master. 

• R’ Levi says, teshuva is so great that it reaches Hashem’s Throne. 

• R’ Yochanan says, teshuva is so great that it overrides a lo sassei in the Torah. There is a lav that prohibits one 
from remarrying his divorced wife if she had been married to someone else since the divorce. Yet, Hashem takes 
back the Yidden (His “wife”) even after they had worshipped avodah zarah (“married” someone else). 

• R’ Yonason says, teshuva is so great that it brings the Redemption.  

• Reish Lakish says, teshuva is so great that it makes meizid aveiros into shogeg. 
o Q: We find that Reish Lakish says that teshuva makes aveiros into mitzvos!? A: This is true when the 

teshuva is done out of love for Hashem.  

• R’ Shmuel bar Nachmeini in the name of R’ Yonason says, teshuva lengthens the life of the person.  

• R’ Yitzchak says, Rabbah bar Mari said, when one asks forgiveness from a person, it is unsure whether he will 
grant him forgiveness, and even if he does, he may have to give a gift to make it happen. However, when asking 
forgiveness from Hashem, He grants forgiveness, and Hashem even considers it a mitzvah and as if the person 
offered a korbon.  

• R’ Meir says in a Braisa, when one individual does teshuva, it brings a kapparah for the entire world. 

• Q: What constitutes teshuva? A: R’ Yehuda says, it happens when one is faced with the same aveirah twice and 
doesn’t do it. R’ Yehuda gestured, that the aveirah must present itself with the same set of circumstances as the 
original aveirah done.  

• Q: R’ Yehuda said, Rav asked, one pasuk suggests that one should not reveal his aveiros, and another suggests 
that it should be revealed!? A: If the aveirah is already known, he should reveal it as part of his teshuva. If it is 
unknown, he should not. A2: R’ Zutra bar Tuvia in the name of R’ Nachman says, aveiros committed against 
another person should be revealed. Those committed against Hashem should remain concealed.  

• R’ Yose bar Yehuda says in a Braisa, when a person does an aveirah for the first, second and third times, he is 
forgiven, but not after that. 

• A Braisa says, aveiros that one did teshuva for on one Yom Kippur, teshuva should not be repeated for them on 
the next Yom Kippur. R’ Eliezer ben Yaakov says, he should, and it is praiseworthy. R’ Yehuda ben Bava says the 
aveiros must be delineated. R’ Akiva says they should not be. 

o The Yidden had 2 great leaders – Moshe and Dovid. Moshe asked that his aveirah of hitting the rock be 
revealed, so that people not think it was a worse aveirah. Dovid asked that his aveirah not be revealed.  

o We must expose the hypocrites so as to prevent chillul Hashem. 
o Even the teshuva of complete resha’im can stop punishment, even if the decree was already signed.  
o When resha’im have peace, it results in them doing more aveiros.  
o Positions of authority bury the holder of the authority, and it results in no financial gain. 
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---------------------------------------Daf  87---פז--------------------------------------- 

• The Braisa darshens pesukim. “Se’eis pnei rasha lo tov” – it is not good for the resha’im when they are shown 
favor on this world, because it makes them lose their merit in Olam Habbah. 

o “L’hatos tzadik bamishpat” – it is beneficial for tzaddikim when they are not shown favor on this world, 
because it increases their merit in Olam Habbah.  

o Tzaddikim do not only merit zechusim for themselves, they even cause their future generations to 
receive favorable treatment as well. Resha’im do not only cause bad for themselves, they even cause 
bad for future generations as well.  

o One who causes the rabbim to do good, merits that he will not sin. One who causes the rabbim to do 
bad, is practically not given the chance to do teshuva. 

HA’OMER ECHTA V’ASHUV ECHTA V’ASHUV 

• Q: Why does the Mishna say the person says this twice? A: This teaches the concept of R’ Huna in the name of 
Rav, who says that once someone does an aveirah and repeats it, it becomes to him as if it is mutar to do.  

ECHTA V’YOM HAKIPPURIM MICHAPER EIN YOM HAKIPPURIM MICHAPER 

• Q: This seemingly disagrees with Rebbi, who says that Yom Kippur brings kapparah even without teshuva? A: 
Even Rebbi agrees that when one does aveiros because he figures that Yom Kippur will bring a kapparah, it does 
not bring a kapparah. 

AVEIROS SHEBEIN ADAM LAMAKOM… 

• Q: R’ Yosef bar Chavu asked, a pasuk seems to say that Yom Kippur brings kapparah even for sins against 
another person!? A: The pasuk can be explained as meaning, if a person sins against another person and he then 
appeases him, Hashem forgives him. The pasuk then asks, if one sins against Hashem, who can appease 
Hashem? The Gemara says, it is the person’s teshuva and maasim tovim that appease Hashem.  

• R’ Yitzchak learns from a pasuk, that if one antagonizes his friend, even with mere words, he must appease him 
and ask for forgiveness, even if he must get people to ask for forgiveness on his behalf. 

o R’ Chisda said, he must ask for forgiveness 3 times, bringing 3 people along with him. R’ Yose bar 
Chanina said, he should not ask more than 3 times. If the victim has died, the perpetrator must take 10 
people to the victim’s grave and ask for forgiveness. 

o R’ Yirmiya once went to R’ Abba’s house to ask forgiveness, and while he was waiting outside the maid 
accidentally sprayed some water on him. When R’ Abba saw what happened, he asked R’ Yirmiya for 
forgiveness. 

o When R’ Zeira felt that someone wronged him, he would pass by that person again and again, to give 
the person an opportunity to ask for forgiveness.  

o Rav was once wronged by a butcher, and the butcher didn’t come to ask for forgiveness. Rav went to 
the butcher on Erev Yom Kippur to try and rectify the situation. The butcher saw Rav and said, “Go 
away, I have nothing to say to you”. He was in middle of chopping bones. One of the bones then hit him 
in the throat and killed him.  

o Rav was once teaching, and began the lesson from the beginning an additional 3 times as each of 3 
talmidim entered after he had already started. When R’ Chanina bar Chama then entered, Rav refused 
to begin yet again. For 13 years Rav went to ask for forgiveness on Erev Yom Kippur.  

▪ Q: We have learned that one need only ask for forgiveness 3 times!? A: Rav went beyond the 
letter of the law.  

▪ Q: Rava taught that one should not hold back giving forgiveness, and if he does, Hashem will do 
the same with him!? A: R’ Chanina saw in a dream that Rav was destined to become the leader 
(which would mean that R’ Chanina would have to die to make the position available). He 
therefore held back forgiveness so that Rav would go learn in Bavel and become a leader there 
(so that R’ Chanina would not have to die to make the position available). 

• A Braisa says, the mitzvah to say viduy begins when one accepts upon himself the start of Yom Kippur. However, 
the Chachomim said to begin viduy before he has his meal before the start of Yom Kippur, because he may 
become intoxicated from the meal and not be able to say viduy at the start of Yom Kippur. Still, even if he said 
viduy before the meal, he should say it at the onset of Yom Kippur again, in case he did an aveirah during the 
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seudah. For this same reason, he should say viduy again during shachris, again during mussaf, again during 
mincha, and again during ne’ilah.  

o An individual says viduy at the end of shmoneh esrei. The chazzan says it in middle.  
o Q: What does one say as viduy? A: Rav says, “ata yodeya razei olam…”. Shmuel says, “mimamakei 

haleiv…”. Levi says, “u’betorascha kasuv leimor, ki bayom hazeh…”. R’ Yochanan says, “ribbon 
ha’olamim…”. R’ Yehuda says, “ki avonoseinu rabu milimnos…”. R’ Hamnuna says, “Elokai ahd shelo 
notzarti…” 

▪ Mar Zutra said, the main part of all viduy is when one says “aval anachnu chatanu…”. 

• A Mishna says, there are 3 times a year that the Kohanim “duchan” 4 times in the day (at shachris, mussaf, 
mincha, and ne’ilah): on fast days, at the “ma’amud” (the people who represented all of Klal Yisrael for the daily 
Tamid), and on Yom Kippur. 

o Q: What is “ne’ilah”? A: Rav says it is an additional shmoneh esrei. Shmuel says, it is the tefilla of “mah 
anu meh chayeinu…”. 

▪ Q: A Braisa clearly says that all hold that there is an additional “shmoneh esrei” tefilla for 
ne’ilah!? A: This refutes Shmuel.  

▪ Ulla bar Rav was the chazzan for ne’ilah in front of Rava. He began with “ata v’chartanu” and 
ended with “mah anu meh chayeinu…”. Rava praised him for doing so.  

• R’ Huna the son of R’ Nosson said, an individual should say this after his “shmoneh 
esrei” tefilla. 

 

---------------------------------------Daf 88---פח--------------------------------------- 

• Rav said, one who davens ne’ilah is patur from davening maariv. This follows Rav’s other opinion, that ne’ilah is 
an additional tefilla, which is why he does not have to daven maariv.  

o Q: Rav paskens that maariv is never an obligation (it is voluntary)!? A: He means to say, that even 
according to those who say that maariv is an obligation, still, one who davens ne’ilah is patur from 
having to daven maariv.  

o Q: A Braisa brings a machlokes as to whether the maariv after Yom Kippur is a shmoneh esrei of 18 
brachos or less. However, it clearly suggests that maariv must be said!? A: It is a machlokes among 
Tanna’im. We find a Braisa where the Chachomim and R’ Yose argue whether one who is tamei may go 
to the mikvah all day on Yom Kippur, or only until mincha time (the machlokes being whether ne’ilah is 
to be davened at night or while it is still day). Presumably, the Chachomim who say it is to be davened at 
night would agree that it can take the place of maariv, and R’ Yose who says it is to be davened by day, 
must hold that it cannot take the place of maariv.  

▪ Q: We find another Braisa where R’ Yose says that a person who is tamei may not go to the 
mikvah after the time of mincha!? A: This Braisa is discussing a tamei person who already 
davened ne’ilah, so there is no purpose for him to go to the mikvah on Yom Kippur anymore (it 
is not preventing him from davening any tefillos). 

• Q: If so, why do the Rabanan in that Braisa say that he may still go to the mikvah? A: 
They hold that it is a mitzvah to go to the mikvah at the earliest possible time. 
Therefore, it is a mitzvah to go then, even on Yom Kippur.  

• Q: That would mean that R’ Yose argues and holds that there is no mitzvah to go at the 
earliest opportunity. However, there is a Braisa in which R’ Yose is explained as holding 
that such a mitzvah does exist!? A: The Braisa regarding going to the mikvah on Yom 
Kippur is R’ Yose the son of R’ Yehuda. The Tanna of the Braisa who says that there is a 
mitzvah to go to the mikvah at the first opportunity is R’ Yose ben Chalafta. 

• A Braisa was taught in front of R’ Nachman, which said, that one who becomes a baal keri on Yom Kippur can be 
certain that his aveiros have been forgiven.  

o Q: A Braisa says this means that his aveiros are “arranged”, presumably meaning that he will get 
punished for them!? A: It means they are “arranged” and ready to be forgiven.  
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• A Braisa taught by the Yeshiva of R’ Yishmael says, if one becomes a baal keri on Yom Kippur, he should worry 
the whole year. If he lives out the year, it is a sign that he surely will go to Olam Habah. 

o R’ Nachman bar Yitzchak says, this makes sense. From Heaven they are telling him that he had no need 
to suffer, because he is destined for Olam Habah. 

o R’ Dimi said, such a person will have a long life, and will bear many children and grandchildren.  
 

HADRAN ALACH PEREK YOM HAKIPPURIM!!! 
 

HADRAN ALACH MESECHTA YUMA!!! 
 

MAZEL TOV!!! 
 


